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... and so on. The letter writing in the Bulletin is excellent, and Mr. Ed-ward's address is a true copy of that of The Bulletin.

Mr. Edward has generally added a glancing note and an introduction of the details of punctuation. The notice, which ranges from Mr. John Mac-\hett's speech to Carrie's World's Revolution, to Miss Khon's "How to Get," to H. H. Thomas's "The New National" and many others, is carefully studied and inserted, as to the appro-\priate time of insertion. It is an excellent introduction, as it avoids the unnecessary repetition of what was said in the previous number. It is a well-balanced introduction, and the approach to the subject of ancient knowledge is a valuable one. In the final analysis, the quality of Mr. Edward's introduction is excellent, and it is a valuable contribution to the history of ancient knowledge.